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I.

Introduction
1.
Like many other national statistical institutes, Statistics Norway has to meet
new user demands, competition and needs for improved efficiency. At the same time
new data and technology can provide new possibilities. The strategies and plans of
Statistics Norway address meeting these challenges. They aim to streamline the
production of statistics, emphasizing the core values for official statistics as they are
reflected in the United Nations Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics and the
European Statistics Code of Practice.
2.
Comprehensive programs to improve the business agility through quality
management, Lean methodology (see Section III) and streamlining statistical
production are in progress. Effective tools should be available to support all parts of
work processes. A challenge is that the speed of development and change is not yet
satisfactory. Even though the major development programs are regarded as top
priority, they also compete for scarce resources and skills, and do not always create
sufficient synergies across programs. There is a need to coordinate the major
developments better, and to be able to prioritize projects across the different
programs.
3.
An improved holistic view of the business needs, and a better understanding
of the business processes and interactions between business functions are necessary
to improve the speed of change. This has led to the building of capacity in enterprise
architecture and a need for more speedy development of production systems.
4.
New business competencies and governance strategies and processes must be
developed accordingly. This could lead to changes in the way we organize and run
the business of official statistics. Having centralized the information technology (IT)
function, the responsibility for strategic business developments is still to some extent
decentralized. No specific business function has been given the cross sectional
responsibility to coordinate and lead the strategic business process developments.
5.
These issues are the main focus of this paper. The paper will highlight the
measures taken to enhance strategic governance, enterprise architecture and agile
capabilities. It begins with a brief overview of the status of improvement work with
regard to quality, Lean programme and streamlining statistical production.

II.

Work on quality
6.
Statistics Norway has focused on the importance of quality management
during the last decades. A systematic approach based on common principles of
quality management has been adopted. The work has been supported by
international initiatives, in particular the European Statistics Code of Practice (CoP)
for the production and dissemination of statistics. A second round of peer reviews
assessing compliance with CoP has just been completed.
7.
Tools and procedures applied for quality assurance in Statistics Norway
include quality reports and indicators, user surveys, self-assessments and quality
reviews1. Where relevant, tools can be linked to different stages in the business
process model. Together with a quality framework, a business process model and an
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Quality Assessment and Improvement Methods in Statistics – What works Sæbø, H.V.,
Statistics and Economy Journal, Vol. 94 (4) 2014, Prague 2014
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organnisation for coordinating w
work on qualiity constitute a necessary iinfrastructure
for syystematic worrk on quality iin a statistical institution.

A.

Quaality review
ws
8.
Quality maanagement is iimportant nott only to assu
ure quality whhen changing
businness processess, but also to identify potential areas for change. Quaality reviews
are ann efficient too
ol to achieve thhis.
9.
Statistics Norway
N
starte d work with systematic in
nternal qualityy reviews or
auditts of selected
d statistics in 20112 (see also footnote 1). CoP hass guided the
revieews. The revieewing processs is illustrated
d in figure 1. It
I is performeed very much
like the
t European peer reviews,, with the excception that sp
pecific statistiics or subject
matteer areas are reviewed and nnot the institutiion as such.
Figure 1.
Setupp of quality reeviews in Statiistics Norway
y

10.
In the perio
od 2011 – 20013, 21 different statistics or areas of sttatistics have
been reviewed; att least one inn each divisio
on producing statistics. Toogether these
statisstics represen
nt almost 30 percent of the
t
working hours used for statistics
produuction in Statiistics Norwayy. In 2014, no
o reviews weree implementeed, partly due
to ann escalation off the Lean projject in the org
ganisation. On
ne of the recom
mmendations
from
m the European
n peer review
w is to implem
ment regular quality
q
review
ws, and these
2

Quaality reviews in Statistics Norw
way – Setup and
d experiences Sæbø, H.V and B
Byfuglien, J.,
Paperr for the Nordic Statistical Meeeting, Bergen, August
A
2013.
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have been taken up again in 2015. They are adapted to the Lean programme to
prevent duplication and to supplement this.
11.
The internal quality reviews have been based on three elements: Selfassessments on compliance with the principles and indicators in the CoP and other
documentation, process mapping using Lean techniques and focus groups to
evaluate user needs. A team of 4 persons has conducted the review. The team
members have a background in quality management, statistics production,
dissemination and survey methodology. One of the members is a methodologist. The
team has been assisted by experts in conducting focus groups.
12.
The reviews were “audit –like” even if they were carried out by an internal
team. This implies focus on evidence. Findings are presented objectively in a report
that is the sole responsibility of the team. The reports follow a standard structure,
also including a consideration of strengths and weaknesses. There is no ranking, but
each report ends up with a set recommendations based on the findings. The division
responsible for the statistics reviewed can correct factual errors, but will make a
separate action list on the basis of the recommendations. If they disagree with some
of the findings/recommendations they can express this here. Reports and action
plans have been sent to the Director General and are followed up annually. They are
published on the Statistics Norway Intranet. The different steps in the reviews and
experiences are described in more detail in the Quality Reviews in Statistics Norway
(see footnote 2).
13.
The reviews have resulted in more than 170 proposals for improvements.
Many of the improvement points concern several statistics, and there is a reason to
believe that they are valid generally in Statistics Norway.
14.

The most important improvement points concern the need for:
• More focus on user needs and the relevance of statistics, in particular users
want to see the statistics in a broader context;
• Better dissemination with more visualisation (graphs, maps, etc.);
• Improved documentation, in particular a need to update “About the statistics”
which provides metadata for the users on www.ssb.no;
• Improved production processes – use of standardised tools;
• Increased understanding for and use of statistical methods, in particular in
editing which requires relatively large resources;
• Increased knowledge of formalities (such as the basis for data collection).

15.
Most of the improvement actions based on recommendations from the quality
reviews performed before 2014 have now been completed. However, what remain
are actions that depend on other parts of the organization than the subject matter
divisions. For instance recommendations from the reviews emphasize the use of
standardized tools, but the lack of speed in developing the common functionality
that is needed can lead to costly changes in legacy systems. Furthermore, the
resources available to continue the general quality work are scarce. These are
examples of actions that require coordination, linked to the other major
developments and issues addressed in this paper. For instance the Lean project
would benefit from a close cooperation with other quality work, and especially with
other staff experts on production processes, statistical methods. etc.
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III.

Lean programme
16.
The purpose of the Lean programme is to create a culture for continuous
improvement in Statistics Norway, with the main focus on improved timeliness and
reduced use of resources. The Lean initiative follows the lines of earlier work on
Total Quality Management (TQM) and other past efforts to enhance quality. A
comprehensive programme to implement Lean methodology in Statistics Norway
started in late 2011.
17.
The core of the Lean methodology, as introduced in Statistics Norway, is to
systematically assess work processes and operational control. Even though the goals
are set by management, all staff is invited to participate in improving work
processes. This gives them the possibility to develop their own roles and positions
and influence the progress.
18.
Tools for better operational management and control are central. All
departments are involved, and mapping of processes to identify bottlenecks is
carried out. To facilitate this, a number of internal Lean guides have been trained.
Some 50 projects have been carried out by now, in “waves” that comprise a few
departments at the same time. The work is first concentrated on describing and
proposing improvement of processes within each department. The objective is to
train the staff in Lean thinking and techniques in order to establish a Lean culture.
The next phase will go deeper into processes that involve several departments,
where we will look at the possibilities to improve core and cross-cutting processes.
These are more costly and challenging, but normally have a greater potential for
improvement and benefits.
19.
Again, this addresses the need to coordinate different initiatives. Within the
first phase of Lean, recommendations from the quality reviews have been used as
criteria to choose areas or work processes for Lean improvement projects.
20.
When we start improving cross-cutting processes in the next phase of Lean,
all major development and standardization projects such as those mentioned in the
next chapter have to be taken into account, also the work on establishing enterprise
architecture. The business process model will be a useful tool in this context.
21.
The Lean programme has an internal project manager, but external
consultants are currently quite heavily involved in progressing Lean in the first
phase. This is useful to ensure a sound general methodology that works in different
organisations, and sufficient force in the implementation of the program. However,
compliance with frameworks and practices that are specific for national statistical
institutions have to be safeguarded by our own experts.

IV.

Streamlining statistical production
22.
Early work on the development of standard IT solutions in Statistics Norway
started around the year 2000. However, more coordinated developments to support
the complete model of working processes in the production of statistics within
Statistics Norway started in 2008. From the beginning the work was steered and
coordinated within the “FOSS” project3. One of the first tasks of that project was to
develop a complete business process model. Statistics Norway chose a stepwise

3

Standardisation for improvements in Statistics Norway (Gløersen, Rune and Sæbø, H.V.),
Paper for the seminar on Modernization of Statistics Production, Stockholm 2009
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method of carrying out development work, where we built partly upon solutions that
already existed, or on developments already commenced which could be developed
further into general and shared solutions. Nevertheless, most of the developments
were upon completely new solutions.
23.
Statistics Norway has chosen a strategy to develop four integrated production
platforms, which to a large extent cover the main phases Collect, Process, Analyse
and Disseminate. We have developed a central data reception system that is well
integrated with the Norwegian Government portal for web questionnaires, through
which Statistics Norway will collect all web forms from businesses. Furthermore,
we have established a central system for data editing and estimation, which currently
is used by approximately half of the sample surveys carried out. The system is used
both for business and household surveys, and has just recently been enhanced to
cover also register based statistics. We have also established a first version of a data
warehouse solution for analysing and producing tables for register based statistics on
labour market and earnings. This solution will be developed further towards an
enterprise warehouse for Statistics Norway. Finally, the dissemination platform has
been completely modernized, and we are currently improving the Statistical
databank, which serves as the master data store for all data published on the web
site. In addition, a complete and integrated metadata system is needed. This is only
partly implemented.
24.
The need to ensure coherence within the new production system and to
provide for the possibility to break down developments into smaller modules, has
led to increased efforts to define the target systems architecture. Developments
should be carried out according to this target architecture, to ensure the integration
needed within and between the main production platforms. The need for further
work in this area is described later in this document.
25.
To underpin the need to speed up change, Statistics Norway is currently
about half-way through the developments needed to provide for a complete new
platform for the production of statistics. Concerning data collection, some collection
instruments, for instance Blaise, are not well integrated into the central data
reception system. Basically this is a problem regarding the need to share metadata
for further processing. The most complete platform is within dissemination.
However, the functional and technical backlog in this area is also rather
comprehensive. Within data editing, there is a need to implement more sophisticated
editing functionality, especially on statistical edits, macro editing and automated
corrections. The master metadata systems will be upgraded, and a comprehensive
work to ensure complete metadata integration throughout the production process and
life cycle of data is still just beginning.
26.
Shared solutions are dependent upon standardisation at different levels.
Development of shared solutions requires a common terminology for concepts,
which again is a precondition for standardisation and reuse of variables,
classifications, data descriptions and the use of technical standards for representation
of data. Statistics Norway has therefore invested a lot of work in the preconditions
for developing and storing shared metadata. A master plan for improving
information management at corporate level is under way.
27.
The process of changing the production systems from supporting the
production of individual statistical products, to support the functionality needed by
common production processes, has led to a fundamental change in the skills needed
for planning and development. To ensure coherence at the enterprise level and to
provide for the focus needed to support the strategic direction set out by top
management, the capabilities within strategic governance will be strengthened.
6
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V.

Strategic governance
28.
The comprehensive development programs mentioned in this paper,
emphasize the need to improve the capability within strategic leadership and
governance. Measures to establish the discipline and competence of design by
architecture, and the need to run project development in a controlled environment
have been taken. To some extent, the focus on the general architecture, the
standardisation of processes and tools, and the need for a strict regime of project and
portfolio management could be regarded as unnecessary bureaucracy and an
impediment to the agility needed for rapid change. Our view is that these are part of
the solution and not part of the problem.
29.
Streamlining statistics production by standardising the tools and methods
according to general work processes can hardly succeed, unless
• The user needs are thoroughly analysed;
• The development work is driven towards a target architecture;
• Sufficient architecture capabilities and governance are in place;
• Projects are strategically governed in a controlled environment of portfolio
management;
• A framework for programme governance is in place to ensure coherence
across projects and to optimize the total benefits.
30.
Developments should be guided towards well-defined and communicated
target architecture. This will help to decompose comprehensive development
projects into smaller parts, providing for stepwise changes, which significantly
reduce the risk of failure. The target architecture is the basis for ensuring the
necessary coherence and integration. Continuous deployment of new features
improves the business ability to adapt to change, and forces the implementation of
change management to become a business wide competence.
31.
As the business changes over time, so will the architecture. Defining and
building up the enterprise architecture is in itself a stepwise process. It takes time,
and all parts are not necessary from the beginning. However, the complexity of the
business and the IT solutions that support the business process is rapidly increasing.
This implies that the enterprise architecture must be continuously maintained and
governed. In addition, strategic developments in IT require architecture governance.
Being an instrument to achieve strategic goals, the anchoring of the architecture
work will normally move towards the top management.
32.
Statistics Norway has also implemented best practice processes for project
and portfolio management. Prince 2 is used as a framework for project management,
which is centrally supported on the government level. The project proposals are
systematically assessed according to user needs and sound business cases. We have
also established a framework for Management of Portfolios, to ensure common
prioritization and balancing of the project portfolio according to the available
capacity. A project office has been created, and a role of Director of Project
Portfolio has been defined at the top management level. However, we still need to
implement sound roles and procedures on the level of clustering projects into
programs. This should enable better coordination of projects. Currently the projects
tend to become too big or too complex, occasionally leaving responsibilities on the
project owners and projects managers that are beyond their capabilities.
33.
One of the experiences has been that the project portfolio management
processes can end up being too rigorous for some of the typical projects. The time
7
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spentt to achieve a decision w
which must be taken outside the prooject can be
unaccceptably long, hampering tthe progress of
o work. The governance
g
isssued must be
fit foor purpose, an
nd cover channge managem
ment in generaal. This will bbe subject to
evaluuation, where we will also llook for wayss to better cateegorise develoopment work
into more
m
than onee defined proccess as we hav
ve created for the big, strateegic projects.

VI.

Entterprise architectu
a
ure
34.
Statistics Norway
N
has aacquired valu
uable input to
o the moderniization work
from
m international collaborationn. The develo
opment of inteernational moodels like the
Geneeric Statisticall Business Prrocess Model (GSBPM)4 and
a the Generric Statistical
Inforrmation Mod
del (GSIM)5 has given the necessary
y direction for national
devellopment worrk. This has led to increeased efforts in building capacity in
devellopment and maintenance
m
oof a frameworrk for enterprisse architecturee at Statistics
Norw
way.
The first arrchitecture disscipline was established
35.
e
within the IT ffunction. The
need for common systems to suupport the lifee cycle of stattistics producttion required
the development
d
of
o more compplex systems, which
w
made the
t systems m
more business
criticcal. The systeems and soluution architeccts entered th
he scene. In aaddition, the
requiirements on IT
T to provide ffor best practiice managemeent of IT mainntenance and
operaation were tak
ken on board. H
However, we still lack suffficient capacity
ty to meet the
curreent needs.
The ability
36.
y to provide for a coherrent and holistic planningg of the IT
infrasstructure and applications rrequires a corrresponding acction on the bbusiness side.
The role
r
and respo
onsibility of aan enterprise architect shou
uld be establisshed, to take
care of the comp
plete architeccture framew
work needed. The work oon enterprise
archiitecture is to some
s
extent allso encourageed by the interrnational discuussion on the
indusstrialization of official statiistics. The ideea of harmoniising the diffeerent parts of
the business
b
of offficial statisticss according to
o common hig
gh level modeels to provide
for collaborative development
d
aand sharing of
o tools and so
olutions has bbeen brought
further into the dev
velopment of a common fraamework for enterprise
e
archhitecture.
Figure 2
Simpplified Enterprrise Architectuure Frameworrk

4
5
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37.
International business models are used as reference models, and create the
core of the business side of the enterprise architecture. GSBPM is the core business
process model within the business architecture, just recently supplemented by the
generic activity model for statistical organizations (GAMSO)6. As mentioned before,
Statistics Norway has developed a specific version of GSBPM, which is defined in
three levels of detail, and is accessible on the intranet.
38.
GSIM defines the high level of the Information Architecture, and the
Common Statistical Production Architecture (CSPA)7 outlines the principles and
model framework within the Solution architecture. Recently, the need to agree upon
a common Logical Information Model for statistical data as part of the Information
Architecture has been launched. Such a model would become a reference for a
logical model of statistical data in Statistics Norway. This approach to large and
complex development projects has already been used in Statistics Norway, in a joint
venture project to establish a scientific environment for on-line research on
Norwegian register data, where the developments are guided by a comprehensive
model for all the information objects handled by the system8.
39.
Well-defined Business Architecture and Information Architecture are tools to
provide for a high-level specification for the design of the IT systems, whether they
will be procured and implemented or built in-house. To some extent we therefore
regard the Enterprise architecture as constituting a demand and supply side. In order
to provide for better coordination and guidance of the strategic developments,
Statistics Norway decided to move part of the architecture work out of the IT
Department. As long as architecture work is inside IT, it is also regarded to be an IT
“thing”. There is a need to get the rest of the business and the top management on
board the architecture driven development. While the Business Architecture is
business owned and the Technology Architecture is owned and managed by IT, the
business meets IT in common discussions, interests and competence within the
Solution and the Information Architecture. The field of Information Architecture is a
prominent part of the business competence in a statistical agency. CSPA is to some
extent a technical response to the business process model, which also needs a
consistent information model to be able to orchestrate IT components into the
complete support of business processes.
40.
The shared and coordinated responsibility between the business and IT
concerning enterprise architecture is an initiative to provide for improved business
driven developments. It allows the business to concentrate on defining what they
need and where to go, leaving the responsibility on “how” to get there to IT.

VII.

Initiatives to improve business agility
41.
The Lean project has so far focused on continuous improvement within the
current operational work. At the same time, the efforts to become more professional
in the governance and management of big, strategic projects in statistics have led to
a comprehensive framework for project portfolio management. However, the middle

6

Generic Activity Model for Statistical Organisations
www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/GAMSO
7
Common Statistical Production Architecture: www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/CSPA
8
RAIRD Information Model (RIM), Linnerud, J., Risnes, Ø. and Gregory, A. For information
about the RAIRD project: www.raird.no
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level of change management
m
haas not caughtt sufficient atttention. This covers small
and medium
m
size development
d
w
work, changess needed to en
ncompass new
w regulations,
mediium complexity technical uupgrades etc. The volume and
a impact off this work is
perhaaps highly und
derestimated. The way we are
a able to breeak down big development
workk into smallerr pieces, couldd also bridgee the gap betw
ween the wayy we run the
strateegic developm
ments and the continuous im
mprovements and
a mid-size pprojects. The
need for change has become normal; hencce it should not always bbe treated as
someething special..
42.
The need to
o improve thee agile capabiility within th
he business iss evident, but
not specific
s
to Staatistics Norwaay or even to
o the statisticss industry. Hoowever, it is
neithher possible no
or desirable too change the business
b
in all aspects and iin all areas at
the saame time. Wh
hile we profes sionally gatheer a lot of ideaas and experieence from the
internnational work
k within offic ial statistics, in general there are also llessons to be
learnned from otheer industries. Streamlining production processes and speeding up
devellopment processes is nnot specific to official statistics. G
Gartner, Inc.
(www
w.gartner.com
m) is a leadin
ing informatio
on technolog
gy research aand advisory
comppany. Statistics Norway uuses their an
nalyses and advice
a
for gu
guidance and
inspiration in somee of the challeenging areas within
w
IT and business
b
deveelopment.
43.
Gartner deescribes the nneed to think
k about whatt they call B
Bimodal IT9.
Bimoodality represents a way too bridge the valuable elem
ments and lesssons learned
from
m the industriaalization of IIT, with the capabilities needed
n
to coope with the
upcoming challenges of digitallization. This basically meeans how to ccombine risk
manaagement and internal
i
focuss on efficiency
y gains, with the need to bbecome more
innovvative and extternally focuseed, i.e. on new
w data and useer needs.
44.
Bimodal ch
hange processses within the business reprresent two com
mplementary
and valuable
v
strands on how to develop the business,
b
and how
h to run IT
T. On the one
handd, we need to ensure that ccrucial parts and
a services within
w
the offi
fice are solid,
reliabble and predicctable. On thee other hand, we
w need to ch
hange fast, to iinnovate and
to exxperiment. In
n the figure bbelow, some differences in characteristtics are pinpointted.
Figure 3.
Charracteristics of Bimodal
B
IT

9

Bim
modal IT: How to
t Be Digitally Agile Without Making a Messs, Article from G
Gartner EXP
Reporrt 2014 No. 5 (w
www.gartner.coom)
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45.
Agile development methods have been adopted in a number of development
projects in Statistics Norway. The Lean projects contribute further to becoming
more agile. Especially on the input and output side, we have recognized the need to
speed up deliveries. This has led to a less rigorous need for managing change in
large, comprehensive projects. Instead, large and small improvements are
continuously prioritized by the business and carried out by IT using for instance
Kanban methods. In other areas, the consequence of change must be elaborated and
controlled, providing for the use of more traditional plan-develop-run methodology.
46.
The key objective is to establish change management throughout the
organization, in a way that is fit for purpose in the types of change required. We try
to develop a process oriented statistical production system to enable the statisticians
to implement new statistical products in the production chain, without the need for
IT expertise. When we succeed in this, new products and normal changes required
from new regulation and new user needs, should be implemented much faster than
today. However, we must also provide for speedy changes in the production system
itself, and especially in areas where we expect changes to happen rather frequently.
47.
One way to achieve this is to categorize the applications according to what
Gartner defines as a pace layered model10. This is an approach that segments the
application portfolio based on business value and rate of change. Gartner has defined
three application categories or “layers” to distinguish these application types and to
help organizations and IT to develop more appropriate strategies for their
development and support.
48.

These categories are described as:

(a)
Systems of record — established packaged applications or legacy
homegrown systems that support core transaction processing and manage the
organization's critical master data. In statistical offices we should define
standardized systems that support the business processes in this category, together
with master data and metadata systems like statistical populations systems and
master metadata systems. This category comprises applications that are subject to
major change every 10 years or so;
(b)
Systems of differentiation — consist of applications that enable
unique company processes. Within the office we should regard this as being systems
which are specific to certain products or areas of the business that cannot be
accommodated only by systems of record. This comprises applications that typically
are subject to change within a timeframe of 2-5 years;
(c)
Systems of innovation — new applications that are built on an ad hoc
basis, often without full knowledge of needed requirements, and systems that are
exposed to users or technologies where rapid change is required. In the office we
typically could categorize (parts of) the systems on the input or output side in this
area, where we typically address new business opportunities and needs. New
demands and opportunities require change within 0-3 years.
49.
Pace layering and bimodal IT are complementary. Bimodality orchestrates
two distinct modes of capabilities, one for deploying services and one for solutions,
which both relate and should be part of the corporate governance model for the
entire IT function, including the business functions themselves. The balance
10
Accelerating Innovation by Adopting a Pace-Layered Application Strategy, Jim Shepherd,
Gartner Research (www.gartner.com)
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between mode 1 and mode 2 will likely evolve over time. Mode 2 will start
modeestly, with a project
p
focus; bbut as it expan
nds, mode 1 will
w shrink. Onnce a mode 2
capabbility has been
n created, moode 1 involvem
ment in system
ms of innovatiion will most
likelyy diminish.
Statistics Norway
50.
N
has jusst started to define
d
processees which are m
more aligned
with the agility deffined by the nnature of appliications and arreas of the prooduction.
Figure 4.
Pace Layering and
d Bimodal IT aare complemeentary.

51.
Referring back
b
to somee viewpoints mentioned in
n the chapter on strategic
governance, these strategic preddictions from Gartner undeerpin the needd to establish
changge as the normal mode wiithin certain areas
a
of the office. This m
means that we
need to bring the Lean develoopment and project
p
portfollio developmeent approach
togetther. Again, th
his should be done under a coordinated, corporate govvernance and
contrrol.
If we look at internationnal collaboration efforts likee those encouuraged by the
52.
Highh Level Group for the Moodernisation of Statistical Production aand Services
(HLG
G), different preconditionss and requireements could
d be assessedd within the
differrent categories. Just to menntion a few:
• Cooperation
n in mode 1 (core system
ms) requires plan-driven aand approval
based gov
vernance, foor instance also predicctable mainteenance and
managemen
nt of shared services and solutions. No such mechhanisms exist
today;
• Cooperation
n in mode 2 (systems of innovattion) requirees speed of
developmen
nt and timee-to-market in deploymeent. Speed of (shared)
developmen
nt is a bottleneeck within intternational colllaboration todday.
53.
These challlenges must bee addressed, but
b they are no
ot insuperablee. It would be
particcularly worthw
while to join efforts in inn
novation. The effort to expperiment with
big data
d
at the intternational levvel is a very good examplle of such ann effort. Joint
fundiing of commo
on experimentts will pay bacck, basically because
b
no leggacy systems
or othher typical obstacles that haamper cooperaation exist.
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VIII.

Conclusions
54.
Statistics Norway is striving to speed up the processes of change and
development. Streamlining statistical production, quality reviews and Lean
methodology alone are not enough – all such initiatives have to be followed up and
guided in the same direction. To some extent the quality reviews themselves are a
tool for such strategic guidance. The ability of the business to accommodate change
is an important measure of quality.
55.
The work processes for change and development of processes and products
must be fit for purpose. The application portfolio should be assessed by its business
value and the rate of change. Quality assessments and Lean methodology should
ensure that we accommodate change management into the strategic governance at all
levels. To speed up the pace of change is not only about sufficient funding and the
right skills, but doing the right things the right way.
56.
The top management at Statistics Norway has taken measures to ensure that
the different initiatives are coordinated and move the institution in the same
direction, in accordance with the strategy and capacities. Quality and improvement
work is a continuous effort. User needs change over time, so does the environment
for producing statistics including the technological possibilities. Consistency of
purpose and management support on all levels is important. Change management
will be further enhanced and implemented throughout the organisation, supported by
strengthened capabilities to guide developments on all levels according to the overall
business goals and strategies.
57.
Concerning international collaboration, the vision of the High Level Group
for the Modernization of Statistical Production and Services also requires the
statistical offices to become more agile. International collaboration is useful in more
or less all areas of our core business, which means that international collaboration
also needs governance models that are fit for the purpose. We need to share efforts
to create new value for the users, by participating in joint venture projects and
partnering outside statistics. Harmonized business process models and enterprise
architectures are a precondition for increased collaboration and shared
developments. This calls for active engagement widely taken up by top management
in statistical organisations.
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